R/W No. R-21 Cor Sec. Mer. Will State Ore

3. Original Description

4. Description of Corners:

5. Investigation Notes:
   - Found a broken stub for corner in poor condition under a blown down stump.
   - Found 18 in. splintered hemlock stub with visible mks. S 8 N 54° W, 13 ft.
   - Found 12 in. hemlock, S 19° W, 7.5 ft. with a visible mark.
   - Found 22 in. hemlock, N 40° E, 16½ ft. with healed witness scar.
   - Found 18 in. hemlock stump, S 65° E, 17 ft. with lower part of witness blaze showing.

6. Signed J. Whitmer Title Forestry Tech Date 2-21-63

Leonard Whitmer is a Deputy County Surveyor empowered to re-witness positive old evidence.

G. CO CONSW

11. Accessories

12. Set By

13. Recorded By

14. Remarks:
   - Set pipe under uproot.
   - New 8½'
   - 28 in. hemlock N 73° E, 64 lks. MKD. T3 S R10 W S2 48T
   - 38 in. fir, S 43° 30' W, 68 lks. MKD. T3 S R10 W S2 48T
   - 30 in. fir, N 35° 30' W, 165 lks. MKD. T3 S R10 W S2 48T

No trees available in Section 26.